FAQs

Ques:1 What is the genesis of this website?
Ans: This website is a maiden effort to create an information system for Amethi district. It is targeted for common public who can access the information on mobile/laptop/desktop. This website was conceived by Director, RRSIMT and executed/implemented under aegis of Computer Science Department of RRSIMT in Oct 2016.

Ques:2 Since when is the website effective?

Ques:3 What is the information type available?
Ans: Complete system of information useful for common public is targeted. The information includes telephones nos./addresses/Email-ids of govt. and private sectors. This includes govt. offices, banks, shops, gas agencies etc.

Ques:4 Whether this site is complete?
Ans: This website is dynamic in nature. Every day new data is added /optimized/ contents enhanced. So it’s always “in optimizing and improving” stage. Citizens/Businesses are welcome to give their suggestions so that their content can be hosted on this website.

Ques:5 Whether I will be charged any fees for hosting content on this website?
Ans: No, it is free at this stage.

Ques:6 Whether this site is dedicated to Amethi city or Amethi district?
Ans: Aim is to cover the complete information system for Amethi District. Initially, Amethi city will be covered more. Gradually all towns/cities/population centre of complete district will be covered like Jagdishpur, Musafhirkhana, Jais, Gauriganj etc.

Ques:7 Whether this site is having information focused on Youth?
Ans: This site covers information relevant to all section of society.

Ques:8 Whether I can sponsor the site or host advertisements?
Ans: Yes, You are most welcome.

Ques:9 What are the next interesting aspect planned for the website?
Ans: Information system related to advocates is being added up. Also a Kisan corner is being developed.

Ques:10 This website looks good for my business. How can I leverage this better?
Ans: Contact Computer Science Department at RRSIMT on Telephone number (+91) 8795833358, 8795833356. Alternatively send an email on hod.cs@rrsimt.ac.in, director@rrsimt.ac.in.